Tots Café at Home 3
Noah
Today's story is one you've probably heard before (we've told this a few times at TC and JT)
and you might even remember what happens, but it is a good one to me reminded
of...especially the ending.
See photos for story.
Noah and his family were probably feeling a bit trapped or fed up being on that boat for a
long time (I'm sure we can relate). It was a much better option being stuck inside that boat
than not. And what an ending...a beautiful rainbow - I wonder if it was the first ever
rainbow? It is so lovely seeing a rainbow, doubly lovely when there are two, but what does
it mean? Well, it is a symbol of God's promises, His promise to never flood the whole earth
again. It is also a promise of hope and a brighter future.
Craft
Making Rainbows
What different ways can you make a rainbow?
Colour one in with crayons? Paint one? Cut one out of coloured paper?
There are many different ways, what will you do? (cotton wool makes for excellent clouds!)
Climbing Rainbow - see photo.
This is a fun experiment you can do by following how here
- https://www.coffeecupsandcrayons.com/climbing-rainbow-sci…/…
Can you make a raft from twigs? - see photo.
Does it float?
Game
If you live near a river, play a game of Pooh Sticks, if not then try it in your bath tub! First
stick to get from one side to the other without being touched wins.
Challenge
Can you make a rainbow out objects in your house? Get everything that is either Red,
Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue or Purple (Indigo and Violet) and lay them out in the shape of a
rainbow.
Song
Chop Chop Hammer Hammer Saw That Wood
Let's see those rainbows!
God Bless.

